Future Trends

Creativity and Innovation
Creativity is having ideas, any new ideas, and innovation is
successfully implementing useful new ideas.

By Roger Gudobba

C

reativity is a crucial part of the innovation equation. Creativity is characterized by the ability to perceive the world
in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make
connections between seemingly unrelated phenomena, and to generate solutions. Generating
fresh solutions to problems, and the ability to
create new products, processes or services for
a changing market, are part of the intellectual
capital that give a company its competitive edge.
To put it another way: “A product is creative
when it is (a) novel and (b) appropriate. A novel
product is original not predictable. The bigger
the concept and the more the product stimulates
further work and ideas, the more the product is
creative.” —Sternberg & Lubart, Defying the
Crowd
Creativity requires whole-brain thinking;
right-brain imagination, artistry and intuition,
plus left-brain logic and planning.
Creativity and Economic Development.
Daniel Pink expanding on this idea in A Whole
New Mind (2005), which defines Economic
Development as:
1.

Agriculture Age (farmers)

2.

Industrial Age (factory workers)

3.

Information Age (knowledge workers)

4.

Conceptual Age (creators and empathizers)

Pink argues that left-brain linear, analytical
computer-like thinking are being replaced by
right-brain empathy, inventiveness, and understanding as skills most needed by business. He
points to Asia, automation, and abundance as
the reasons behind the shift. Pink says “Logical and precise, left-brain thinking gave us the
Information Age. Now the Conceptual Age –
ruled by artistry, empathy, and emotion. What
does this mean for future jobs? Winners are designers, inventors, counselors, ethnographers,
social psychologists, and other right-brain
folks, while lawyers, engineers, accountants,

and other left-brainers will see their jobs migrate to Asia.”
For innovation to flourish, organizations
must create an environment that fosters creativity; bringing together multi-talented groups of
people who work in close collaboration together- exchanging knowledge, ideas and shaping
the direction of the future.

Creativity is thinking up
new things. Innovation
is doing new things,
according to Thomas Levitt.
What do I mean by creativity? According to
Linda Naiman, founder of Creativity at Work,
“Creativity is the act of turning new and imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity involves
two processes: thinking, then producing. Innovation is the production or implementation
of an idea. If you have ideas, but don’t act on
them, you are imaginative but not creative.”
Developing Your Innovative Thinking Skills.
Ever wonder how “they” thought of that idea
or what it takes to be more innovative? Before
you begin, it is essential to shift to “right brain”
thinking. The right side of our brain is where
we do our imaginative, emotional and visual
thinking.
Here are some thoughts from an article by
Barry Roberts detailing how to be truly innovative:
“First of all believe that you are innovative!
Let me assure you that whether you believe that
you are or, that you are not, you’re probably
right. To help establish a real belief in your
ability, think back on some of the innovative
things you have done, said or created during
your career. Next, understand that when our
thinking takes on a definite form and structure
it becomes more effective. While I am suggest-
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ing that all readers follow the same step-by-step format, you’ll find that because of your own uniqueness,
tastes and life experiences you will each develop
your own innovative solutions, even when the questions are the same.”
Here are some tips that Roberts suggests:
1. State the question, problem or dilemma clearly.
2. List all the possible answers to your
question or solutions to your problem.
3. Do not pre-judge or edit your ideas.
List everything (everything!).
4. Review your list and group your
ideas/answers into categories.
5. Take the best or most unique ideas/
answers and elaborate on them to
make them truly extraordinary.
You can do this by combining two ideas, consider
using or doing your idea in a totally new and different way, look at it upside down or backwards, and be
outrageous! Add to them, diminish them, change the
color or shape, turn it inside out (get the idea?). You
can make the shift by bringing humor to your mind
(read the funnies or listen to your favorite comic), try
some brain teasers (create your own: list all things
you can think of that are different shades of green or
what other uses are there for a wristwatch, other than
a time instrument?), listen to music, play with your
kids or play like a kid.
Don’t be afraid to take risks! New answers are
what lead to excellence and that is what Innovative
Thinking is all about. Don’t be afraid of failure either.
Failure is a sign that someone is doing something!
By learning from our failures we get them out of the
way and move towards success. Remember that by
simply approaching a problem, question or dilemma
in a new way, we will usually come up with answers
or solutions that are new as well. Giving ourselves
the opportunity to see a vast array of possible solutions or answers and then categorizing them to find the
most unique, enables us
to develop the innovations we seek.
Why don’t we
see more creative/
innovative thinking
in our workplace
today? Well, most
organizations cannot handle a steady
stream of creative people

running around with great ideas because they fear it
would cause complete chaos in the organization. As
a result, PROGRESS in Lending has chosen to push
our space along. That’s why for the third year in a
row PROGRESS in Lending is recognizing top mortgage industry innovation. I’m proud to be a judge for
the competition.
What sets the PROGRESS in Lending Innovations
Program apart is that it is not a subjective competition.
All applications are scored on a weighted scale. We
looked for the innovation’s overall industry significance, the originality of the innovation, the positive
change the innovation made possible, the intangible
efficiencies gained as a result of the innovation, and
the hard cost and time savings that the innovation enables industry participants to achieve. I can tell you,
every year the judging gets more difficult.
As we look at the mortgage space, innovation is
more important now then ever before, which is why
there is a real industry need for the PROGRESS in
Lending Innovations Program. We want to recognize true innovations, but we also hope to encourage future innovation. For example, it’s not enough
to just complain about new regulation; you have to
do something about it. As we all know by now the
Consumer Finance Protection Bureau has been very
busy. In one case, they determine the criteria that will
be used to determine a borrower’s ability to repay
by providing our industry will eight guidelines. The
CFPB said that “at a minimum, creditors generally
must consider eight underwriting factors: (1) current
or reasonably expected income or assets; (2) current
employment status; (3) the monthly payment on the
covered transaction; (4) the monthly payment on
any simultaneous loan; (5) the monthly payment for
mortgage-related obligations; (6) current debt obligations, alimony, and child support; (7) the monthly
debt-to-income ratio or residual income; and (8)
credit history.”
How should we comply with these eight guidelines as an industry? That’s where innovation comes
in. We have to think creatively and strategically
about how we can both reshape and automate the
lending process to ensure future success. It’s no
longer enough to just do the same-old, same-old. Essentially innovation is the process of implementing
new ideas, of turning creative concepts into realities.
That’s what I hope we’ll see more of over the next
12 months. So, get to work. I wonder: What will you
submit for consideration as part of the PROGRESS
in Lending Innovations Program next year because I
know that you’ll be innovating, right? ❖
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